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INTRODUCTION
An improved mechanism design of a given performance is usually obtained by application of type synthesis, and dimensional synthesis. The systematic methodologies involved at each stage are no doubt helpful to generate one and more high-performance designs at the stage of conceptual design with more rapidly and more effectively.
Dimensional synthesis seeks to determine the significant dimensions and the starting position of a mechanism of preconceived type for a specified task and prescribed performance [1] . For example, until the occurrence of the first notched flexure [2] , synthesis of all these notched-type flexures can be resorted to dimensional synthesis due to only flexure profile concerned.
Type synthesis, on the other hand, strives to find all possible solutions to a mechanism topology generating a specified motion pattern, a designer may be further predict which type is best suited to solve a particular task based on these solutions. Other than dimensional synthesis aiming for design parameters of a known objective, type synthesis concerning no size related to the system. Therefore, type synthesis plays a key role in the early design phase to eliminate configurations that may not be able to perform a specified task and create new devices with particular characteristics.
In order to achieve a comprehensive type synthesis of mechanisms, systematic approaches are always used preferably, including Classification, Enumeration and Evolvement [3, 4] ; Building Block Synthesis [5] [6] [7] [8] ; Motion or Constraint Synthesis [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . These methods have gained a great success to rigid mechanisms such as planar linkages and parallel manipulators, type synthesis approaches related to compliant mechanisms, however, are rare. Well-known Pseudo-Rigid-Body-Model (PRBM) approach [14] [15] and topological synthesis [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , widely used in analysis and synthesis of compliant mechanisms, are not resorted to type synthesis category in a strict sense. Most of other synthesis types are based on kinematics, which is hardly to obtain an initial design directly from problem specifications. Until recently, a Freedom and Constraint Topology (FACT) approach [22] [23] [24] [25] , which is based on screw theory [26] and founded on constraint-based design theory [27] [28] [29] , was proposed to aid the conceptual design of compliant mechanisms with wire or blade flexure (also called flexure mechanisms [30, 31] ). The proposed innovative method paves the way for developing a systematic methodology for the synthesis of flexure systems and further enabling a comprehensive type synthesis of any flexure system in a simple way. That is also the main objective to be investigated in this series of three papers, where Part one focus on establishing a general methodology and the last two parts make it into the practice for flexure modules and flexure systems, respectively.
In order to provide a simple but effective means of realizing systematic type synthesis, the whole research is built upon a modified FACT approach via a mapping from a geometric concept to physical entity and by combining with other methods including classification and numeration, equivalent compliance mapping, geometric building block etc. That is the new contribution to compliant mechanism design theory. Also, current research is primarily qualitative rather than quantitative. The purpose is to find as many specified flexure systems as possible, without concerning the detailed size parameters of each flexure.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 and Section 3 provides a survey of screw theory and introduction to the modified FACT approach, respectively. Section 4 describes the mapping from real flexure primitives to idea compliant constraints (freedom) in term of compliance analysis. Section 5 discusses how to make the freedom or constraint analysis and verification of a specified-DOF flexure system. Based on the forehead context, section 6 addresses the general type synthesis process for three kinds of flexure systems, i.e. parallel, serial, hybrid systems and illustrated with examples. Section 7 presents conclusions.
SCREW THEORY PRELIMINARY
2.1 Twists, Wrenches, and Reciprocity of Screws [26, 32] In screw theory, a unit screw $ is defined by a straight line with an associated pitch, and is represented as a 6-dimensional vector with its first three elements as a primary part and the second three elements as a secondary part as follows
where s is a unit vector pointing in the direction of the screw axis, s 0 = r×s defines the moment of the screw axis about the origin of a reference frame, r is the position vector of any point on the screw axis with respect to the reference frame, and p is the pitch of the screw. If p is equal to zero, the screw reduces to a pure line vector.
On the other hand, if p is infinite, the screw reduces to a pure couple quantity.
ˆ⎡
A screw of intensify ρ is written as ρ = $ $. We call the screw a twist if it represents the instantaneous screw motion of a rigid body, and a wrench if it denotes a system of forces and couples acting on a rigid body.
The first three components of a twist ξ represent the angular velocity and the last three components represent the linear velocity of a point in the rigid body that is instantaneously coincident with the origin of a reference frame, written as ˆ, ,ˆv
where the pitch p is denoted as the ratio of the linear velocity to angluar velocity. As special cases, a pure rotation and a pure translation in space are represented by a twist of zero pitch and infinite pitch respectively, written as
Similar to the case of twist, the first three components of a wrench F represent a force and the last three components represent a moment about the origin of a reference frame, written as
where the pitch q is denoted as the ratio of the moment to force. As special cases, a pure force and a pure couple in space are represented by a wrench of zero pitch and infinite pitch respectively, written as
A twist is said to be reciprocal to a wrench when their reciprocal product is zero, written as ( )
where Δ represents an operator interchanging the first and last three components of a screw [33] .
In kinematics the reciprocal product of a twist and a wrench represents the virtual power of the wrench F acting on a moving body with an infinitesimal twist ξ. Therefore, Eq (8) indicates that F acting on the rigid body undergoing the twist ξ yields no work. In this case, F denotes a constraint force when its pitch is zero, or a constraint couple when its pitch is infinite. The former restricts a translational DOF of the body along the direction of F, and the latter restricts a rotational DOF around the axis of F.
Transformation of Screws, Stiffness and Compliance
For a general Euclidean change of coordinate, an rigid transformation will move a twist ξ to a new one ξ′ according to the relation
where R is a 3×3 rotation matrix of transformation and T is a 3×3 skew-symmetric translation matrix. The transformation matrix Ad g is an adjoint representation between between a local coordinate frame and a global one [32] .
In similar, an rigid transformation will move a wrench according to the relation
In the screw theory, a wrench and twist can be also used to describe the motion of a rigid body supported by an elastic structure [34] . Let us consider one case that a rigid body 1 to be connected to a rigid body 0 that restricts some relative motions between bodies via its compliance or stiffness. Then the resultant mapping of compliance or stiffness is a one-toone correspondence that associates a twist describing the relative displacement between the bodies with the corresponding wrench which interacts between them. In this regards, the transformation between the twist and the wrench is represented by a 6×6 compliance (or stiffness) matrix C (or K) to perform the mapping of compliance (or stiffness), written as
Since the mapping of compliance (stiffness) is not a Euclidean metric, it must undergo a change in representation whenever a change of coordinate frame occurs. In fact, the transformation properties of a compliance matrix C can be easily inferred from the above formula, and written as
A MODIFIED FACT APPROACH
Screw Theory Rationale of Blanding Rule and FACT Approach
According to the definition, the reciprocity of two screws (e.g. a twist and a wrench) is also expressed as follows
where a is the normal distance of the two screws axis and α is the twist angle between the two screws. Thus according to Eqs. (8) and (13) Reciprocity of screws is origin-independent. As mentioned above, the reciprocity of two screws not only has a clear geometrical significance, but also has explicit physical meanings in kinematics and kinetics. For instance, a twist represents DOF of a rigid body or mechanism (a pure rotation or a pure translation), while a constraint applied in the rigid body or mechanism can be represented by a wrench (a pure constraint force or a pure constraint couple).
When the rigid body is constrained by several mechanical connections providing n non-redundant constraints, some DOFs of the body are removed correspondingly while others will remains. In this regard, n non-redundant constraints form a n-dimension screw system called wrench n-system, the remained DOFs constitute a twist (6-n)-system according to the reciprocal screw system theory. Every wrench in the nsystem is reciprocal to the (6-n)-system of twist, namely (14) It is clear that the above result complies with Maxwell's principles of constraints [35] . This may be expressed as 6 M n = − (15) where M is the number of DOFs.
In order to visualize the relationship between freedoms and constraints in a mechanical system, Blanding [27] introduced both constraint and freedom lines. At the meantime, he addressed the Rule of Complementary Patterns which states that every freedom line intersects every constraint line. This rule can be explained and deduced easily through screw system theory given above (such as Condition one). In fact, in the framework of screw theory, not only lines or couples can be visualized, as done by Blanding, also including general screws in terms of the above six conditions. Based on the visual constraint-based design method proposed by Blanding, Hopkins et al. proposed a FACT method [22] to achieve visual type synthesis of flexure mechanisms. For this purpose, they denoted a collection of commonly-used freedom and constraint line sets as freedom spaces and constraint ones respectively, and established luxuriant patterns representing the uniquely mapping between freedom spaces and their complementary constraint spaces.
According to Hopkins, a freedom space of a rigid body, composed of combination of all freedom sets, represents all of its allowable motion, while its constraint space, composed of combination of all constraint sets, represents all constraint topology, in other words, containing all the forbidden motions of the body subjected to the constraints. The more detailed descriptions on freedom spaces and constraint spaces can be found in reference [22] . Note that both freedom spaces and constraint ones are essentially screw spaces spanned by a set of independent screws, with a determined dimension and satisfying some specified geometric conditions such as parallelism in the same plane or in a 3-dimensional space, etc. For instance, all co-axial lines form a 1-dimensional line screw space, and all co-planar lines that intersect at a common point form a 2-dimensional line screw space. All spatial lines that intersect at a common point form a 3-dimentsional line screw space (Fig. 1) . 
Set Operation on the Geometric Building Blocks
Due to set properties of screw spaces, knowledge about set theory may be useful for the investigation on these spaces.
Note that the maximum dimension of screw systems is 6; therefore, screw spaces can be also classified as six categories in terms of dimension variance. One-dimensional, twodimensional, and three-dimensional screw spaces are also said to lower-dimensional ones, whilst the spaces whose dimension ranging from four to six are said to higher-dimensional ones. For example, a set of lines with determined dimension forms a line screw space; at the same time, a set of couples corresponds to a couple screw space, and a compound set of lines and couples corresponds to a mixed screw space. Whether line screw spaces, couple screw ones or mixed screw ones, they are the subset of general screw spaces.
Of all subsets of screw spaces, some are fundamental and can be classified according to their geometric characteristics, while the others can be constructed by combinations of two and more elementary types termed as fundamental building blocks (FBBs). In a general case, all these elementary types belong to the lower-dimensional space.
Although all geometric entities given in reference [22] are readily described via screw systems, they can be also denoted as simple set symbols. Here we refer Herve's expressions [9] for displacement group. A hierarchy schematic representing inclusion relationships between fundamental FBBs with dimensions ranging from 1 to 3 is illustrated in Fig. 2 with each box, the upper part denotes the geometric pattern for visualization, and the lower part denotes the simple set symbol. A line connecting a FBB to a lower dimensional space indicates inclusion under some specified situations.
For a general screw space S, a basis screw set i.e. a screw system is a linearly independent set of screws that span S. The number of basis screws is the cardinal number of the set, which is also equal to the dimension of S. Since both bases and screw spaces are sets, all set operation rules can work.
Note that in this paper the union and intersection of sets are designated by ∪ and ∩, respectively. , respectively. The union of these two spaces can be expressed as
Note that the intersection of these two spaces is
According to the dimension law for two sets mentioned above, we have
Eq. (18) indicates that combination of two 3-dimensional line screw spaces can create a new 5-dimensional compound screw space (CSS). In this way, we may list a comprehensive results obtained when intersecting and uniting any two and more FBBs.
It is also worthy of mention that one CSS can be obtained through different combinations of two and more FBBs, which leads to the equivalent CSS. The set operation just can be used to derive this equivalence.
For instance, a 3-dimensional mixed screw space spanned by a 2D couple subspace and an orthogonal line is denoted as combination of two FBBs, that is
and a basis for this space satisfies the condition 
Eq. (22) is identical with a basis of line screw space ( ) s 
Treatment of Coupled Freedoms and Constraints via Screw Theory
Although for the purpose of intuition, we prefer to use lines or couples as elements whenever possible to represent every screw space. In fact, it is usually an uncompleted screw space. It should be pointed out that a complete screw space also contains general screw lines that represent coupled DOFs or constraints in most cases.
As a powerful tool, screw theory may be used to create geometric entities that contain information about coupled freedoms and constraints acting as the complementary spaces.
Rewrite Eq. (13), and we have
where
EQUIVALENT DOF/DOC MODEL OF FLEXURE PRIMITIVES
An ideal flexure (whether flexure primitive or compliant joint) intends to be as stiff as possible in DOC (degree of constraint) directions while being as compliant as possible in other directions (DOFs) in order to obtain a desired motion or constraint. However, any a real flexure has no infinite stiffness and compliance. In the case of flexures with non-ideal constraint behavior, therefore, the quality of constraint may be regarded as better or close to ideal when the ratio of DOF' compliance to DOC's compliance can be orders of magnitude.
During the phase of type synthsis of mechanisms, topology is always paid more important bearing than their structural parameters. The mapping of pratical flexures to ideal ones with binary stiffness characteristics can just realize the simplification from strucuture to topology.
Compliant Beam Theory Based on Screw Theory
As a flexure primitive, a simple compliant beam is a basic mechanical component both generating twist deformations and providing wrench constraints in a flexure system. In terms of the difference in profiles, the beams can be classified as notchtype ones (circular flexures) and uniform ones (wire flexures, plate flexures), straight ones and initial-curve ones, slender ones (Euler-Bernoulli beams) and short ones (Timoshenko beams). Different profiles of the beams surely lead to variance in freedom and constraint due to theirs specified compliance properties. Hence, it is of primarily importance to understand its compliance properties.
Here, we take a straight plate flexure as instance, as shown in Fig. 4 . In most cases, the wrench is exerted on the end of the plate. According to a solid mechanic, it is easy to determine the compliance matrix represented in E coordinate frame is 11 is the polar moment of inertia of the cross section. "*" represents Timoshenko beams. Note that k GA denotes the resultant value when the shear effect is considered, and k is a constant related to the material properties.
If the coordinate frame is located at the centroid of a plate, considering at the same time the actions of a wrench at the centroid C of the plate, the coordinate transformation of compliance matrix from the end of the beam E to the centroid C is necessary, expressed as
Thus the compliance matrix of the plate can be given as The above method based on screw theory can be generalized to analyze other flexure types such as notch-type flexures [36] , helical springs [37] , or initial-curve springs [38] etc. subjected to linear loading, also including a spatial compliant manipulator [39, 40] . A modeling for beams has been done by Selig and Ding [41, 42] . Here we use the results directly.
It should be pointed out that for a compliant device composed of flexure primitives connected in series, compliance matrices for all primitives sum up to obtain compliance matrix of the whole device, given as
On the contrary, the equivalent stiffness of a compliant device composed of flexure primitives connected in parallel is the sum of their individual stiffness.
Equivalent Constraint (Freedom) Model of Typical Flexure Primitives
By comparing the compliance of a flexure primitive in different directions, it can be established the equivalent constraint model of the flexure primitives with its corresponding ideal constraint building block given in section 3. From the above result of comparisons, we discover that this flexure offers orders of magnitude higher stiffness along its axis compared with any other direction. We can thus concluded that a slender cylinder flexure with ratio of the length to the radius (l/r) being larger than 20 approximates an ideal wire flexure imposing an absolutely rigid constraint along its axis (z) and allowing other five DOFs.
Equivalent constraint model of a slender cylinder flexure primitive (r < 2cm) Case 1: ratio of the length to the radius (l/r) is larger than 10(here assume that l/r=20).

Therefore the constraint FBB equivalent to this kind of wire flexure is ( , )
N n R .
Also, it can be noticed that the compliance ratio is independent of the modulus of material elasticity E. Case 2: ratio of the length to the radius (l/r) is smaller than 5(here assume that l/r=5). From the above result of comparisons, we discover that this flexure offers orders of magnitude higher linear stiffness along its three axes compared with rotational stiffness in three axial directions. Thus a slender cylinder flexure with ratio of the length to the radius (l/r) being smaller than 3 approximates an ideal flexible spherical joint permitting only three rotational DOFs (θ x , θ y , θ z ). Dong [43] once applied this flexure to a wide-range 6-PSS compliant Stewart platform as an improvement of a conventional notched-type spherical joint.
Therefore the kinematic FBB equivalent to this kind of wire flexure is ( ) N S , its constraint FBB is T .
Equivalent constraint model of a sheet flexure primitive (t <1mm)
A sheet flexure, more commonly called a blade flexure, is one of the most important large-deformation flexure modules used in precision machines. 
Case 1: ratio of both the length and the width to the thickness is larger than 50 (Here as a case of l:b:t approximates 100:60:1)
Illus. Dim
Symbol
We may summarize conclusions about the equivalent constraint models of above four flexure primitives in the Table  1 .
In similar, we may also obtain the equivalent freedom models of some other flexure primitives i.e. a right circular notched flexure primitive, a notched spherical flexure primitive, and a closely coiled flexure primitive by using the ratio of compliance. 
Several blades connected together as parallel constraints will retain the DOF that the individual blades have in common.
A GENERAL TYPE SYNTHESIS PROCEDURE
Classifications of Type Synthesis Approaches to Flexure Systems
As mentioned above, a flexure device is probably a serial, or parallel, or hybrid (serial-parallel) system. Correspondingly, three different approaches, i.e. a freedom-based approach, a constraint-based approach, and compound freedom-constraint approach, may be employed for type synthesis of these three kinds of flexure systems, which is based on combinations of the FBBs given in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively.
As well known, the equivalent compliance of springs connected in series is the sum of their individual compliance, and the equivalent stiffness of springs connected in parallel is the sum of their individual stiffness. In view to the mapping from compliance to DOF as mentioned above, when flexure primitives are connected in series (cascaded), it prefer to add freedoms (DOFs), and when flexure primitives are connected in parallel, it prefer to add constraints (DOCs).
With a more precise description, the freedom space of a serial flexure system will span the union of freedom spaces of the individual parts, whereas its constraint space will span the intersection of constraint spaces of the individual parts. But for a parallel flexure system, the combined freedom space will span the intersection of freedom spaces of the individual part, whereas its constraint space will span the union of constraint spaces of the individual parts.
Therefore, a freedom-based approach starts with specifying a freedom space, and typically deposes this space into several lower-dimension freedom subspaces. The final objective is to distribute all permissive freedom primitives or modules based on the freedom subspace. This approach is widely used for constructing some serial multi-DOF flexure systems. In general cases, it can be achieved through combination of several freedom FBBs in series. For example, two compliant revolute joints are concatenated to create a compliant universal joint.
A constraint-based approach also starts with specifying a freedom space, but the complementary constraint space should be obtained correspondingly, and the final objective is to distribute all permissive constraints based on the constraint space. The resultant flexure systems are usually parallel structures by means of using this approach. In comparisons, topology structures obtained from constraint-based approach are more compact, and more competitive.
For a hybrid flexure system, the combined freedom and constraint space has a little complicate compared to those of a pure serial or pure parallel flexure system, but a compromised performance may be obtained in a hybrid system.
The result corresponding to the above three cases are illustrated in Fig. 5 .
(a) Serial structure (b) Parallel structure (c) Hybrid structure Fig. 5 The relationship between constraint space and freedom space in a flexure system
A general Type Synthesis Procedure
A Parallel flexure system
Type synthesis of a parallel flexure systems starts with specifying a freedom space and the objective is to find the complementary constraint space.
Here we use a simple example to demonstrate such a type synthesis procedure. The objective is to obtain some novel flexible revolute joints.
Step 1: Denote the specified freedom of the flexible joint using a visualized freedom space. Step 2: Determine all possible reciprocal subspaces representing the constraints of the joint based on the approach given in section 3. For example, the constraint space reciprocal to ( , ) N u R can exhibit many different subspaces, part of them are illustrated in Table 3 [44] .
Step 3: Select the approximate reciprocal space types available for constructing a physical joint from the constraint space obtained in Step 2. In other words, select those constraint spaces that can be realized physically and made up of ideal constraint modules equivalent to flexure primitives (such as sheet flexure, wire flexure). For example, the constraint FBBs 
Step 4: Find the approximate physical arrangement for each constraint space type obtained in Step 3. As one can see, the choice of the basis constraint modules is not unique. And even for the same constraint space, there may be also multiple physical arrangements. For example, one constraint space type i.e. Table 3 . This type may correspond to multiple physical arrangements if different flexure primitives are chosen, as illustrated in Fig. 7 . Crossstrip pivot, cartwheel hinge and CR joint invented by Kota et al. all belong to this catalog. Note that the joint profile presented by Hopkins and shown in Fig. 7(d) is made up of four thin plate flexures, and each two of them lie on the same plane. While the joint profile shown in Fig. 7(e) is made up of six slender wire flexures instead of plate ones, and each three flexures lie on the same plane. In similar, we can also find physical configurations related to other constraint space type shown in Table 3 .
These multiple solutions provide the possibility of an optimal design at the level of topology.
(a) (b) (c) [45] (d) [22] (e) (f) (g)
Step 5: Find an optimal joint profile with high performances in terms of task requirements from the results in Step 4. This topic includes optimized constraint arrangement and optimized constraint geometry, even predetermination of geometrical parameters of each constraint, etc. For example, an initial cured beam, or a defected-shape sheet, or tape spring often instead a straight beam or a planar sheet in many applications due to their larger deformation capability and uneasily bucking characteristics, as illustrated in Fig. 8 .
In fact, most of well-known notch-type flexures can be regarded as the derivation from the cross-strip pivots if making the sheet flexure primitive short, defected and nonuniform. As a result, this type of flexible joint becomes not elastically buckle but a very limited range.
A Serial flexure system
Compared to pure parallel flexure systems, serial flexure systems may (i) exhibit larger-displacement characteristics; (ii) possess DOFs that are not possible with general parallel systems. For example, the flexure system made up of three fold-beam flexures in series, as shown in Fig. 9(a) , exhibits much larger displacement than a single fold beam. Fig. 9(b) shows a series combination of two blades sharing a common constraint line. It is therefore 5-DOF flexure system and is equivalent to a wire flexure in function but with much higher axial stiffness and load capacity. Type synthesis of serial flexure systems also starts with specifying a freedom space but the objective is to find the desired serial kinematic chains with combinations of flexure primitives.
In fact, there exist two methods for the type synthesis of a serial flexure system. One is a freedom-based method, and the other is a constraint-based one. The following part will describe these two methods by taking type synthesis of a 5-DOF flexure system as an example.
Freedom-based method Step 1. Specify the desired freedom according to specifications of the flexure system. For example, assume that our task is type synthesis of 5-DOF (3T2R) serial flexure kinematic chain, i.e. a flexure system with three independent translational axes and two intersecting rotational axes.
Step 2. Denoting the specified freedom of the flexure system using a visualized combined freedom space. For example, the freedom space of the 3T2R serial flexure system can be represented as a five-dimension line screw space (combinations of several FBBs), as illustrated in Fig. 10 . Step 3. Based on the approach given in section 2, determine all possible subspaces by deposing the freedom space of the flexure system satisfying the condition of each dimension number identical with the system. For example, the freedom space of above system can exhibit multiple different subspaces, part of them are illustrated in Table 3 .
Step 4. Make the approximate physical arrangement for each freedom subspace type obtained in Step 2. For example, two physical configurations satisfying the freedom space type shown in Table 3 are illustrated in Fig. 11 , one is RPS chain and the other is the derivation [PRR(4R)R] of PRS structure.
(a) RPS [47] (b) PRS [48] Constraint-based method Step 1. Specify the desired freedom according to specifications of the flexure system. For example, a 3T2R serial flexure system has an independent constraint line (axis).
Step 2. Denote the specified constraint of the flexure system using a visualized constraint space. In our case, constraint space of the system is a one-dimension line screw space ( , ) N u R , as illustrated in Fig. 12 .
Step 3. Determine all possible reciprocal spaces representing the DOFs of the system based on the approach given in section 3. For example, the freedom spaces reciprocal to ( , ) N u R can exhibit many different subspaces, part of them are illustrated in Table 3 .
Step 4. Select the approximate reciprocal space types available for constructing a physical joint from the freedom space obtained in Step 3. For example, one freedom space Table 3 , and two planes are orthogonal to each other.
Step 5. Select the subspace types from the freedom space, and then find the corresponding constraint subspace, thus each of them corresponds to available flexure primitive. The process is illustrated in Fig. 12 , noted that the two sheet flexures should be are orthogonal to each other.
Step 6. Arrange all flexure primitives in series to form a serial flexure kinematic chain. 
A Hybrid flexure system
Compared with pure parallel flexure systems or serial flexure systems a hybrid flexure system have some merits of such as (i) exhibit comparably large-displacement characteristics, (ii) cancel parasitic errors, (iii) all possible DOF ranging from one to six.
Hybrid flexure systems may exhibit multiple configurations. For example, there are two typical hybrid flexure systems, i.e. serial-parallel structure and parallel-serial one shown in Fig. 13 . In particular, serial-parallel structure, which characterizes connection of several serial flexure chains in parallel, is the most common type used in flexure systems. Type synthesis of a serial-parallel flexure systems starts with specifying a freedom space and the objective is to find all serial kinematic chains in parallel. The following will describe the general procedure by taking type synthesis of a 3-DOF (2R1T) flexure system as an example.
Step 1. Denoting the specified freedom of the hybrid flexure system using a visualized freedom space. For example, the freedom space of the 3-DOF (2R1T) flexure system, is a threedimension line space ( , ) N n L . For example, the freedom space reciprocal to the chain constraint subspace which is a line is illustrated in Fig. 15 , and the resultant kinematic chain and 2R1T hybrid flexure systems can be found in Fig. 11 . 
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have introduced a systematic methodology for type synthesis of general flexure systems via a mapping from a geometric concept to physical entity. The whole type synthesis principle is built upon the screw theory and the FACT approach, also combining with other concepts and methods including compliance mapping, building block etc, which enables type synthesis of flexure systems simple and effective. After that, type synthesis procedure for the parallel, serial, hybrid flexure systems are elaborated with examples. As a result, as many specified-DOF flexure systems as possible can be found and therefore pave the way for obtaining an optimal structure, It can be also found that compared to the parallel flexure version or the serial flexure one, the hybrid flexure system possesses a greater load capacity and may achieve a greater range of motion in a smaller space with less susceptibility of buckling, sometimes even exhibits higher accuracy.
